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If language is the "stuff of thought," to quote the cognitive scientist Steven Pinker, 11 do 
speakers of different languages think differently? Are there distinct habits of thought and feeling 
that correspond to English and Japanese, for example? Do speakers of different languages view the 
natural, social, and spiritual worlds with different lenses? If each language encloses its speakers in 
a separate mental universe, how are translation and communication across cultures even possible? 
Maybe language faculties are universal and do not vary. If that's the case, can we then study 
languages to discover the mechanisms of mind common to all humanity? 
Wilhelm von Humboldt, the German linguist, diplomat, and educational reformer, made these 
questions central to inquiry in the human sciences. He used language as a tool to study the human 
mind and interpret human cultural difference. Living from 1767 to 1835, he was a contemporary of 
the philosophers Kant and Hegel, a friend to the literary giants Goethe and Schiller, and, with his 
brother Alexander von Humboldt, one of the most influential intellectuals of the early nineteenth 
century. 
Recognized as a major linguistic theorist by Noam Chomsky 2 1 among others, Wilhelm von 
Humboldt was also a tireless empirical researcher. At a time when Europe's colonial expansion 
made systematic knowledge of the world's languages possible for the first time, he stood at the 
center of a community of researchers who studied language and culture on a truly global scale. 
From the early 1800s until his death in 1835, Humboldt used his connections as a statesman and as 
a gentleman to construct a vast correspondence network bringing him information from 
missionaries, merchants, diplomats, colonial administrators, explorers, and fellow scholars on six 
continents. 3 1 He collected word lists in Quechua, studied grammars in Sanskrit, pored over epics 
in Javanese, scrutinized Bible passages in Malagasy, and exchanged letters with experts on 
Egyptian hieroglyphics and Chinese characters. And what of Japanese? Sitting in Germany, he 
relied in part on a grammar imported from Mexico, the work of a disappointed Jesuit missionary 
who had moved there after being shut out by the exclusion policy (sakoku) . 4 1 
Humboldt surrounded himself with all these materials at a simple wooden desk in his mansion 
in suburban Berlin. In a room filled with Greek statues and painted green to stimulate the intellect, 
he undertook a voyage of the imagination just as ambitious as the real travels of his brother 
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Alexander. Alexander's voyages as a naturalist and a scientist had made him widely known as the 
"second discoverer of America; after Columbus. By contrast, Wilhelm never had to leave his study 
in order to track native Americans from New England to the Andes Mountains, or to accompany 
prehistoric mariners from eastern Africa to the Easter Islands, or to travel backward in time to 
probe the ancient wisdom of the Bhagavad Gita. It is true that he did fieldwork among the Basques 
of northern Spain. And once, he queried a living Hawaiian on variant pronunciations of the word 
"aloha." 5 1 But most of his researches were solitary excursions of the mind . Whenever he 
encountered a new language, he extracted its cognitive architecture, its genius, what he called its 
"inner form." This was revealed by its grammatical system-and discoverable from within the 
confines of his own home. 
While often solitary, however, Humboldt by no means worked alone. As a gentleman scholar, 
he belonged to a global network of serious amateurs like himself: educated Europeans all over the 
world who were bound together by the protocols of gentlemanly conduct and correspondence. In 
addition, as an architect of the first research university, the University of Berlin, Humboldt also 
patronized a new and different species of professional scholar. These men were employed in 
universities and academies and increasingly made their careers by focusing on research in a 
specialized academic discipline. 
Humboldt occupied a brief, fascinating moment in world history just before the globalization of 
knowledge was reshaped by the professionalization of scholarship. By that, I mean that at the 
moment Europeans had begun to achieve a knowledge of the entire world-its languages, 
landscapes, and cultures-their pursuit of that knowledge fragmented into a series of different and 
sometimes rival disciplines. At the University of Berlin, and at its later imitators from Boston to 
Beijing, the disciplines Humboldt straddled began to grow apart-linguistics and literature, classics 
and anthropology, history and philosophy. The central irony of Humboldt's work was that its 
comprehensive ambition doomed it to misunderstanding by the professional scholarly communities 
that he helped to bring into being. 
Today, then, I would like to explore how the world's languages were studied before the rise of 
academic disciplines changed the conditions of knowledge production. I will focus on a single case 
study: Humboldt's demonstration that a great family of languages, now known as the Austronesian 
family, dominates the oceans south of Asia. I will explain how other gentleman scholars pioneered 
this subject, why Humboldt came to it himself, what he discovered, and how his discoveries were 
misconstrued by some of the same professional scholars he patronized. 
This exercise shows just how much was lost at the inception of the system of academic 
disciplines that we still live with today: a loss both in the global breadth and ambition of scholarly 
projects, and in the ability of non-professionals to participate in the production of knowledge about 
the world and its cultures. If we are to answer the questions with which I opened this lecture, 
perhaps Humboldt's project, with its global breadth and ambition, offers a way to recoup that loss 
and move forward. 
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II 
The Austronesian language family is the world's second largest by geographical range and 
includes more individual members than any other language family on earth, perhaps one fifth of 
the roughly 6,000 languages that human beings speak. Of these, Javanese, Tagalog, and Malay 
count the most speakers in modern times, with large populations clustered in present-day 
Indonesia, the Philippines, and Malaysia. Already in prehistoric times, however, speakers of 
Austronesian languages had spread as far west as Madagascar and as far east as Easter Island. 
Through staggering feats of seamanship, these ancient mariners colonized most of the tropical 
ocean world from Africa east to the Americas. Today's linguists have identified Taiwan as the 
family's ancestral homeland. 6 1 Nine of its ten branches are confined to Taiwan alone, among the 
aboriginal tongues that pre-date Chinese colonization in the 1600s. All the others-over 1,100 
languages in total-derive from the tenth branch, called the Malayo-Polynesian. 1 Its speakers first 
left Taiwan several thousand years ago and migrated island by island over the Indian and Paci.fie 
Oceans, finally reaching Hawaii around 500 AD. 
These details were unknown during Humboldt's time. But the age of European expansion had 
called forth a series of gentleman scholars with the global range and native curiosity to start 
putting the pieces together. Already in the 1600s, Dutch explorers began to notice similarities 
among languages widely dispersed over the southern oceans. Then, in 1782, the British East India 
Company official William Marsden demonstrated that these similarities could not be ascribed to 
chance. Marsden tabulated lists of common words with similar pronunciations in different 
languages, like aheetoo in Tahitian and Pheetoo in Malagasy, both meaning ·seven." 8 1 
Word comparison was a primary means of studying language relationships until the early 1800s 
because it was simple to perform using the rudimentary dictionaries then available. Only in later 
decades, as we will see, did scholars compare grammatical structures to rule out premature 
conclusions based on coincidental similarities in vocabulary. Analyses of grammar were also later 
used to construct family trees of languages going backwards in time to a common source. Lacking 
such tools, Marsden could only speculate on the origin of Malayo-Polynesian. Central Asia seemed 
to him the most likely candidate, if only because it was thought to be the great • cradle of nations." 9 1 
Marsden·s early work on Malayo-Polynesian appeared just four years before another 
gentleman scholar identified a second great language family. In 1786, the East India Company 
official and Calcutta judge William Jones famously noted striking similarities among the ancient 
Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, Persian, Celtic, and Gothic languages, and by extension all of their 
descendants. What we now call the Indo-European language family stretches from India to Ireland 
and beyond, to all of Europe's overseas colonies. It is the world's largest by both population and 
geography. Growing from Jones· discovery, research on Indo-European fueled the rise of linguistics 
as an academic discipline, particularly in Germany. There, it also inspired many undisciplined 
speculations on the origins and special genius of the lndo-European or "Aryan" race. 
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The near-simultaneous discovery of two great language families in the 1780s raised the 
question of how they might be related, and it was Humboldt who solved that problem fifty years 
later in a great unfinished work. In the interim. yet another East India Company official, John 
Crawfurd, offered the most intriguing theory of how the Malayo-Polynesian languages had come to 
be related in the first place. Crawfurd was a physician, later a colonial administrator, whose 
globetrotting career repeatedly sent him back and forth between Britain and its Indian Ocean 
colonies. His three-volume History of the Indian Archipelago, published in 1820, belongs to a 
recognizable genre of interdisciplinary cultural history.'01 Like Marsden's own History of Sumatra, 
published some decades earlier,111 Crawfurd's work treated language and literature alongside 
history, technology, religion, society, and other subjects. In the literature of Indonesia he saw 
nothing but "bombast, puerility, and utter inanity···the very stammering of infancy."121 Such bias 
was typical of European gentleman scholars. But Crawfurd did take a more favorable view of the 
languages themselves. Here he conceded that the spread of civilization could be tracked through a 
simple mechanism: the migration of words. 
Crawfurd did not ascribe to the Malayo-Polynesian peoples a single ethnic or linguistic origin. 
Rather, he conjectured that in prehistoric times, isolated Indonesian tribes had developed their own 
languages, each with a crude vocabulary. Only later did one regional tribe-which he located in 
Java-raise itself to a level of civilization enabling it to dominate its neighbors through a mixture of 
conquest and peaceful contact. Their old Javanese language, which Crawfurd dubbed "Great 
Polynesian," then infused those of its neighbors with concepts signalling a superior technology and 
capacity for mental abstraction, through words for numbers, plants, animals, and metals. The 
spread of Great Polynesian accounted for all the similarities scholars had noted since Marsden. In 
due course, further waves of outside influence brought new and still more sophisticated words to 
the region: abstract nouns and mythology from Sanskrit, religious and legal terms from Arabic, and 
commercial and scientific concepts from Portuguese, Dutch, and English. tJJ 
Humboldt had little use for Crawfurd's theory since it centered on the spread of words, 
equated words with concepts, and neglected deeper grammatical relationships. But Crawfurd's 
portrait of Indonesia's ethnic complexity did entice Humboldt to spend his last years studying its 
languages. 
First, however, I want to summarize what the gentleman scholars who studied this region can 
tell us about the globalization of knowledge more generally. Marsden, Jones, Crawfurd: scholars 
like these proved impressively broad but ultimately superficial in their capacity to grasp the world's 
linguistic diversity. Each enjoyed a privileged ability to cross back and forth between scholarship 
and official duties. This widened the circle of those able to produce knowledge and vastly 
multiplied the sources from which it was derived. Yet these nonprofessional scholars never fully 
escaped the utilitarian aims of the projects they really served. They acquired languages in order to 
colonize, control, and convert non-Europeans, not because they were dedicated to the study of 
language itself. Turning now to Humboldt, we begin to glimpse how Europe's global reach could 
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also sustain scholarship undertaken for its own sake. 
Ill 
Humboldt came to the study of the Malayo-Polynesian languages through a route quite 
different from those with personal ties to the region. Languages were central to European 
diplomacy and international relations during this age of global revolutions and warfare. As a happy 
side effect, this stimulated purely academic endeavors in the political centers of Europe and North 
America. Humboldt himself served as an ambassador in Rome, Vienna, and London and in each 
place he made personal contact with experts on various world languages. Thanks to their help, 
Humboldt was able, in effect, to survey the entire globe in the 1810s and 1820s. Region by region, 
he evaluated languages by their ability to facilitate clear thought and creative expression. At the 
end of this process, the Malaya-Polynesian realm loomed as the largest unfilled space on his 
imaginary map, and as a test case for his broader theories of mind. 
Dominating Humboldt's map were the Inda-European languages. These were also known as 
the Sanskrit family on the theory that the sacred language of ancient India was in fact the source 
from which Greek, Latin, German, and all the rest were derived. 14• 
Humboldt first took up Sanskrit in the late 1810s when he lived in London-a center of study 
owing to Britain's control over India. He mastered its grammar and literary masterpieces through 
close contact with two fellow Germans, Franz Bopp, also in London, and AW. Schlegel, active in 
Paris, whom he personally helped recruit to professorships back in Germany.151 These men were 
part of a whole generation that swooned for Sanskrit. But Humboldt rejected the notion, favored by 
Schlegel's brother Friedrich, that Sanskrit was a language given by God to the early Indo-
Europeans,16l and he certainly did not believe it to be the indicator of a deeper Aryan racial 
superiority. Humboldt never viewed linguistics as a method to reconstruct a primeval culture from 
which to renew Western civilization or awaken the German nation.171 But he did follow most 
linguists in regarding the lndo-European languages as superior by virtue of their inflectional 
grammar. 
In inflected languages, nouns and verbs change their sounds internally to indicate such 
qualities as singular or plural, subject or object, masculine or feminine, past or present, etc. To 
Humboldt, the rules of inflection governing lndo-European languages give their speakers an 
unusual mental agility and spontaneity: an ability, built into the language itself, to construct 
complex webs of ideas in a torrent of speech. This is because a precise inflected form is always 
close at hand to give each word its proper meaning and clarify its grammatical relation to other 
words in a sentence. Inflection unburdened the mind from having to guess meaning from context 
and supposition. It also freed the mind to take flight by supporting the most imaginative 
expressions in a firm grammatical structure.181 
Central to Humboldt's theory of mind was the belief that the most perfect languages impose 
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what he called "form· on the raw matter of spoken utterance. Inflection helps give form to matter. 
Verbs in particular, as words of action and vigor, must be properly distinguished from nouns, which 
are more inert, and this is something that inflectional rules do especially well in lndo-European 
languages, according to Humboldt.111 
Had he remained confined to the orbit of Indo-European, Humboldt might have done little to 
distinguish himself as a linguist. But as early as 1799, a pioneering trip to the Basque region of 
northern Spain had awakened in him a novel fascination with "barbarian" tongues-those lacking a 
classical tradition, a written literature, or any relation to Indo-European. This fascination, and the 
deep engagement it implied with illiterate, seemingly uncivilized peoples, distinguished Humboldt 
from many other serious linguists of his time. It later carried his research to North and South 
America, whose native tongues offered a bevy of "barbarian· languages isolated from all others on 
earth. 
Humboldfs study of the American languages was made possible by the Papal Librarian in 
Rome, Lorenzo Hervas y Panduro, who had assembled a vast archive from Catholic missionaries 
who had returned to Europe after the suppression of the Jesuit order in the 1770s.20' Hervas 
supplied Humboldt with a trove of grammars and dictionaries while he served as Prussian 
ambassador to the Vatican from 1803 to 1808. Materials his brother brought back from his Latin 
American adventures supplemented this archive, as did Wilhelm's own web of correspondents. 
Access to this additional material enabled Humboldt to free the study of native American languages 
from the categories and assumptions of the missionaries, raised on Latin grammar, who had first 
studied them. He became the first person to analyze their grammatical structures on their own 
terms. 
Humboldt assigned the American languages to a different category, inferior to inflection, 
traditionally termed "agglutinating." Agglutinating languages form words by compounding words 
and word fragments together, instead of modifying word sounds internally to indicate fine 
grammatical distinctions. This compounding or agglutinating principle posed an obstacle to the 
mental agility and precision possible in inflected languages because it lumps together concepts that 
speech ought to keep separate. 
Humboldt's negative judgment invited the critique of European-American linguists who had 
themselves been inspired by his fieldwork on Basque to undertake their own studies of local Indian 
languages. Peter Stephen DuPonceau, the Philadelphia lawyer and American Philosophical Society 
president, defended the virtues of Native American languages for their ability to cluster and 
reshuffle word fragments in brilliantly imaginative ways. To DuPonceau, a word like kuligatschis, 
which means "give me your pretty little cat's paw· in the Delaware language, compressed an entire 
sentence's worth of meaning into a single evocative word.211 To Humboldt, such agglutinated 
words, however charming they may be, could never quite produce the clarity and precision of mind 
found in languages with more exacting rules of inner form.12 
While this judgment only reiterated common European biases about native Americans, 
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Humboldt did emphasize that any language is capable of even the most subtle and sophisticated 
thought. Some, like the American languages, simply do it more clumsily than others. 
In the Chinese language, Humboldt encountered a third general type: an isolating language. 
Chinese neither inflected word sounds to indicate grammatical relationships, nor agglutinated them 
to construct composite meanings. Instead it isolated each idea in an unmodifiable word, leaving 
only the order of words to indicate how individual ideas are related to one another. Given its 
extreme simplicity of form, Chinese ought to have been counted the world's most primitive 
language by Humboldt's logic. But here he confronted one of the world's oldest and richest literary 
and philosophical traditions, one whose linguistic achievements he could not deny. 
An exchange of letters with Europe's foremost Sinologist, Jean-Pierre Abel-Remusat, forced 
him to revise his views.z:1> Abel-Remusat was a founder of the Asiatic Society in Paris who belonged 
to a long tradition of European intellectuals counting China among the world's most enlightened 
societies. A man who had taught himself Chinese from a text on herbal medicine, Abel-Remusat 
was a linguist to be reckoned with. 
Responding to Abel-Remusat, Humboldt now praised Chinese as a language of great 
sophistication precisely because each word denoted an inviolable idea. Whereas in inflected 
languages, copious sound markers unburdened the mind, the absence of such markers in Chinese 
forced the mind to meditate and reflect upon how individual words add up to meaningful and 
complex thoughts. Thinking in Chinese might be less agile and less precise than in inflected 
languages but it was more abstract, more profound, and more congenial to multiple interpretations. 
It was a language, in short, of pure ideas.241 
How had it become that way? Humboldt speculated that the absence of inflection in Chinese 
grew from its limited repertoire of available sounds. This phonic poverty was in turn a 
consequence of the historical unity and stability of the Chinese population. Over the centuries, 
China had been spared the migration of peoples and the mixing of languages that would have 
enriched its sound repertoire.251 Normally Humboldt prized cultural hybridity, but here conceded 
that the Chinese had made their isolation into a virtue. The language itself had contributed to the 
historical unity and stability of Chinese culture over time. 
From inflected to agglutinating to isolating, each language type, Humboldt felt, promoted 
distinct habits of thought and expression in its speakers. All that remained for him was to refine 
this system by applying it to a new set of test cases. Needed was a group of languages midway 
between the extremes of Chinese and Indo-European, but not cut off from all the rest like those of 
the Americas. The Malayo-Polynesian languages stood at a global crossroads of cultural mixture 
and migration. Already well-known but only half-studied, they fit the bill perfectly. 
IV 
Humboldfs contributions to the study of Malayo-Polynesian can quickly be summarized. First 
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he produced an interdisciplinary cultural history of India's influence on Indonesia. In it, he treated 
the Sanskrit and Pali languages, the Hindu and Buddhist religions, and various aspects of Indian 
literature, mythology, and monumental architecture. Second, Humboldt focused in on Kawi, the 
poetic language of medieval Java. Despite borrowing massive numbers of words from Sanskrit, 
Kawi retained a grammatical structure independent of Indo-European. It therefore belonged to a 
separate Malayo-Polynesian language family. Third, Humboldt compared the grammars of a great 
number of other Malayo-Polynesian tongues to prove their family relation. This proof filled 
hundreds of pages with painstaking analyses of verbs, nouns, pronouns, and number words in 
Malagasy, Malaysian, Javanese, Buginese, Tongan, Tagalog, Maori, Tahitian, and Hawaiian. 
Incidentally, Humboldt neglected to include Taiwanese, even though its connection to Malayo-
Polynesian had already been suggested by a scholar whom he knew well enough to secure a 
professorship.:11• 
This huge enterprise raises a number of intriguing questions. How do you go about learning a 
language whose speakers live half a world away, a language for which there is perhaps no complete 
dictionary, no grammar, and little written evidence, even at its source? Assuming you can overcome 
that obstacle, how do you then reconstruct family relations among different languages, not only in 
the present day, but hundreds of years in the past? Finally, how do you reach conclusions about the 
habits of thought and feeling characteristic of a given language or language family? 
These were the challenges that Humboldt set himself, challenges that his predecessors had 
never faced. Gentleman scholars like Marsden and Crawfurd enjoyed firsthand access to oceanic 
languages but had only offered speculative and superficial theories on them. Academic experts on 
Chinese and Sanskrit had deeper, methodical knowledge of grammar and literature but relied 
passively on texts imported into European libraries from some of the most highly literate cultures 
of Asia. To study Malayo-Polynesian, Humboldt would have to use his correspondence network in a 
way no one had ever done before. 
Take Malagasy, for example, the language of Madagascar and the larger family's westernmost 
outlier-a crucial case. Humboldt began his study of the language using excerpts from the 
Christian Gospel of Matthew translated for the conversion of Madagascar natives. As was typical, it 
took a lot of effort just to get hold of the text. A British diplomat Humboldt knew in London had 
acquired it from a colleague in Mauritius. He then sent it to Berlin through Humboldt's son-in-law 
and successor as Prussian ambassador in London.n1 Humboldt then read and re-read the gospel in 
Malagasy until he noticed patterns-certain word suffixes, for example, that seemed to indicate the 
passive voice.• • Committing his suppositions to paper, he sent a raft of questions to a Protestant 
missionary back in Madagascar, Joseph John Freeman. After more than a year's delay, Freeman 
replied with detailed answers and a profuse apology for not having done so sooner. ~1 am anxious to 
exonerate myself from the charge or even the appearance of neglect,~ Freeman protested in his 
defense.291 Such were the lengths that an isolated, overworked missionary would go to purely on 
the basis of an unsolicited letter from a remote German baron. Freeman of course had only the 
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merest glimmer of what larger philosophical project motivated Humboldt's highly technical 
inquiries. But strict codes of gentlemanly politeness bound him to answer a man he never met, and 
never would. 
Turning to Kawi-the Sanskrit/Javanese hybrid at the core of his work- Humboldt not only 
taught himself another language from afar. He also reconstructed its family history going back 
centuries, almost to its origin. At the core of his treatment of Kawi was an analysis of the Javanese 
national epic, the Brata Yudha, which dates from medieval times. Anyone who knows the first thing 
about the poem-that it narrates a colossal war between two families and features a character 
named Krishna-sees that it is clearly derived from the giant Sanskrit epic, the Mahabharata. It 
therefore seemed to show that Java's medieval language was likewise derived from India, just as 
John Crawfurd had suggested in this theory of word transmission. No one in Europe had a 
complete copy of the poem, however, and in Humboldt"s time only a single living person, a Javanese 
prince, was reported to possess full mastery of the Kawi language.301 So Humboldt turned to 
Crawfurd, who by the early 1830s had spent a decade away from the subject but now eagerly 
offered his assistance in procuring him more texts on Kawi.31 With these materials now before 
him, Humboldt could now systematically analyze the many Sanskrit loan words found in the Brata 
Yudha. This procedure showed that the loan words were treated not according to Sanskrit rules but 
those of a separate grammatical system- Kawi's own system, which resembled those of the other 
Malaya-Polynesian languages. This confirmed the independence of that family even at its point of 
most intense historical contact with Inda-European. :iz> 
Among Humboldfs most impressive feats was the ability to discover rules of language that 
governed the mental habits of native speakers without their even knowing it. His study of the 
Javanese verb is a good example. The year 1831 saw Humboldt querying a series of Dutch 
missionaries on the way certain Javanese verbs could be converted into nouns.33' One such 
missionary had observed that this was done by modifying an initial consonant. Thus "neda," eat, 
could become "teda," food. However, Humboldt showed that, historically, it had been the other way 
around, that the verbs originally came from the nouns, that "teda" had become "neda." He reasoned 
that since the verbs all begin with nasal consonants-like n and m- they must be the derived 
forms, not the original ones.341 A linguistic rule designated a certain class of consonants to make 
verbs out of nouns, and this rule operated subconsciously in the minds of Javanese speakers. 
By showing that Malaya-Polynesian languages more often used nouns as roots, whereas Indo-
European languages more often used verbs, Humboldt found another point of distinction between 
the two families, and one that highlighted a deeper cognitive difference. Malaya-Polynesian 
languages, to him, lacked the full vigor and mental energy that comes from having verbs as word 
roots clearly distinct from nouns. They neither achieve the inflectional precision and vitality of lndo-
European languages, nor, "like Chinese, reject grammatical formation with scornful resignation.· 
Instead, they promiscuously intermingle noun and verb forms in ·wondrous" and "one-sided" 
fashion.351 The Malaya-Polynesian languages thus occupied a middle position between the two 
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extremes of inflection and isolation. This located them alongside the American languages, which 
were likewise imperfectly systematic, in the typology he had constructed. Yet the point here, as 
ever, was less to assert hierarchy than to map human linguistic and cultural diversity in all of its 
manifestations. 
These examples only scratch the surface of Humboldt's work habits. I have yet to recapture 
the blend of imagination and methodical discipline that allowed him to stare at foreign texts, day 
after day, until patterns of inflection and agglutination danced before his eyes and he glimpsed the 
rules that gave each language its inner form. What I can say, however, is that he had managed to 
combine the best of what both gentleman scholars in far-flung colonies and academic linguists 
working back in Europe had been able to achieve separately. Almost uniquely among his 
contemporaries, Humboldt reconciled the tension between global breadth and scholarly depth-
but only for a brief moment. As we will now see, his achievements were incomplete and fragile, 
misunderstoood by the very group one would have expected to appreciate them most. 
V 
HI have a sad and serious duty to perform,* Alexander von Humboldt wrote in the foreword to 
his brother's incomplete masterwork. Billed as a study of the Kawi language, its subtitle announced 
a larger ambition: HOn the Diversity of Human Language Structure and Its Influence on the 
Cultural Development of the Human Race."361 But Wilhelm had died before he could bring the 
mammoth book to completion. A difficult writer, reluctant to publish, he was afflicted with a 
ponderous, turgid writing style: he was a master of many tongues but unable to express himself 
clearly in any one of them. Of the three volumes planned for the Kawi-Werk-over 1,700 pages in 
total-only the publication of volume one was supervised by Humboldt himself. The rest of the 
posthumous publication was left to Wilhelm's secretary, Eduard Buschmann, himself an 
accomplished linguist. 
Beyond its troubled editorial history, the Kawi-Werk faced an even greater obstacle in the 
noncomprehension of one of Germany's most distinguished professional linguists, Franz Bopp, now 
regarded as a founder of the discipline. Bopp, as we saw before, had met Humboldt in London in 
1818 where he personally tutored him in Sanskrit. They resumed their relationship after Humboldt 
engineered Bopp's appointment in 1821 to a professorship at the University of Berlin. 
Languages-especially ancient Greek and Latin-formed the centerpiece of German 
education, in part thanks to Humboldt's own educational reforms. With Bopp's generation, German 
universities moved decisively beyond Western classical languages to the comparative study of 
world languages and cultures more generally. But such changes were controversial and always 
needed aggressive defense by men like Bopp. 
Just months after the third and final volume of Humboldt's Kawi-Werk appeared in print, Bopp 
offered his own analysis of the Malayo-Polynesian family, styling it as a daughter of lndo-European 
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and citing Humboldt himself as an authority in the very act of denying Humboldt's own 
conclusions. Bopp stated-without proof-that the Malayo-Polynesian languages had arisen from 
the ruins of Sanskrit after its transplantation to Indonesia, just as the Romance languages-Italian, 
French, Spanish, etc.-had arisen from the ruins of Latin in Western Europe.ffl Yet the decadence 
of the Malayo-Polynesian family was much greater than that of Romance languages, to the extent 
that the entire grammatical structure of the parent language had been lost. What Humboldt had 
proven to be a separate grammatical system in Malayo-Polynesian, Bopp regarded as no system at 
all. For this reason, only comparisons of words could be relied upon to prove the derivation of the 
daughter family. Through this maneuver Bopp exempted himself from applying the very linguistic 
methods that had secured his own reputation. Virtually all serious linguists regarded grammatical 
comparison as indispensable, for the reason that a clever scholar can take almost any pair of 
languages and find words in them that sound similar whether they are historically related or not. 
Bopp's works comparing a whole series of Indo-European languages had all been built on precisely 
this kind of grammatical analysis.381 
Now, however, Bopp set aside this approach in order to annex the vastness of Malayo-
Polynesian to his own, already vast, lndo-European project. By applying suppositions based on the 
Jaws of sound modification to a series of everyday words, Bopp suggested that many of these words 
in Malayo-Polynesian languages had Sanskrit roots. Thus, in a typically brazen assertion, Bopp 
traced both the Irish word lamh and the Hawaiian word lima, both meaning "fire," to the same 
Sanskrit root lab.391 Had he applied the same procedure with, for example, Irish and Bengali, Bopp 
might have been on safe ground, of course. The stunning discovery that the languages of 
northwestern Europe and eastern India were derived from the same original source had been an 
inspiration for scholars ever since William Jones back in 1786. And yet Humboldt had been at pains 
to puncture their enthusiasm and treat the languages of the ocean world on their own terms. Bopp 
did not dream of rehabilitating the ancient Aryans any more than Humboldt did. Instead, it was for 
professional reasons that he continually strove to extend his personal academic fiefdom as far as 
possible. Humboldt, as a nonprofessional gentleman scholar, had no need to cultivate a competitive 
streak. 
Bopp"s prestige-and the cleverness of his own misreadings-set the tone for further 
reviews.401 In 1841 the Berlin geography professor August Zeune, a scholar of human racial history, 
echoed Bopp, word for word in places, in a laudatory review of the Kawi-Werk.•1• He thereby helped 
to cement among professional scholars the incorrect idea that Humboldt himself had derived the 
Malayo-Polynesian languages from the Indo-European. At this point Buschmann, Humboldt's 
secretary, could stomach the indignity no further. In print, he accused Bopp of an "all-
encompassing addiction to Sanskrit" and of deliberately misconstruing the dead man they both 
revered, to advance his own scholarly agenda.421 Bopp replied in a passive-aggressive tour de force 
that it was in fact Buschmann who was motivated by a pathological desire to keep both Humboldt's 
legacy and the Malayo-Polynesian language family for himself-deriving his research agenda from 
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psychologizing counterattack on Buschmann took the form, not of a critique of Buschmann 
himself, but of a · self-review" of his own work, which Bopp justified as an attempt to save his 
original conclusions from Buschmann's partisan accusations.•» 
Bopp's lapse is again ironic because it was he, as much as any other contemporary linguist, 
who upheld the primacy of methodological rigor in order to cordon off linguistics from the study of 
literature, history, culture, aesthetics, and philosophy. His behavior illustrates the kind of scholarly 
self-promotion and professional rivalry endemic to the age of specialized academic disciplines. A 
generational, cultural, and institutional gulf separated Bopp and Buschmann from Humboldt and 
his correspondents-men like Marsden, Crawfurd, and Freeman. Gentleman scholars of an earlier 
generation had communicated in the most polite and deferential tones, in part because, in order to 
elicit information from a lonely colleague half a world away, the first priority was to avoid giving 
offense to that person. By no means had scholarship in that gentlemanly age been free of acrimony, 
rancor, and partisanship. What had changed by the 1840s was that the new breed of professional 
scholars made technical methodological disputes into personal disagreements, and indeed often 
pursued their deepest personal rivalries through technical methodological disputes. 
Did Humboldt's work fall prey to neglect and misunderstanding because he wrote badly, 
published reluctantly, chose an obscure and difficult subject, and died before being able to 
complete his life"s work? Undoubtedly these factors played key roles. One has only to look at his 
brother Alexander, whose South American voyages inaugurated a glittering career, to appreciate 
what difference a clear style, compelling discoveries, ample publications, and an extremely long life 
could make. Still, Wilhelm's liabilities did not prevent other, later linguists, those whose writing was 
just as technical, challenging, and obscure, from attaining lasting success, least of all in Germany. 
Among all the disciplines, from classics to chemistry, in which nineteenth-century Germans 
surpassed their much wealthier contemporaries in France and Britain, perhaps nowhere is their 
success more telling than in linguistics. In linguistics, German methods of studying foreign 
cultures yielded greater scholarly returns than was the case in countries that actually possessed 
foreign colonies. That German scholars too wrote dense and difficult works became a point of 
pride, not a limitation. Their neglect of Humboldt had less to do with what he wrote than with what 
linguistics itself became. 
VI 
Linguistics in our own times has become a highly technical discipline whose methods and 
conclusions are often opaque to outsiders. It stands closer to the natural sciences than to the 
humanities in the way it accumulates data, tests hypotheses, and aims at reproducible, testable 
conclusions. This too is a legacy of Humboldt-the Humboldt that Chomsky read, a Humboldt 
today known only through his theoretical writings, a Humboldt shorn of all his wider empirical 
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engagement with cultural and historical context, aesthetic and moral judgment, and the intellectual, 
philosophical, and literary achievements of the world's many language communities. Notably 
absent in contemporary academia is the all-encompassing vision and globe-encircling ambition that 
Humboldt dedicated his life's work to cultivating. Today, the questions that drove him are dispersed 
among a dozen subfields. Linguistics especially exists in a self-imposed isolation radically cut off 
from all the other disciplines of language and culture. We need to correct that situation. 
I do not propose that we simply go back and pick up Humboldt's research agenda where he 
left it off. Humboldt did discover many rules about how language operates in the mind. But his 
most sweeping conjectures-about the alleged cognitive superiority of inflected languages, for 
example-are quaint at best, and offensive at worst. Such conjectures have been pretty well 
disproven by a century and a haH of linguistic research, even if a milder version of the idea that 
different languages Mthink" differently has recently been revived by some cognitive scientists.~1 
Instead, our very distance from Humboldt's project makes it worthy of careful reconstruction 
today. When we are able to rebuild the intellectual edifice that lurks among the ruins of Humboldt's 
published works and unpublished manuscripts, when we can scrutinize it from all sides and 
understand its architectural supports, when we can visit the individual rooms where he housed his 
knowledge of the world's languages and cultures, we will be able to appreciate his craftsmanship 
even while acknowledging his biases. 
The payoff will be an ability to see the entire world from an unconventional perspective-that 
of its languages, which in Humboldt's time were a window into culture and the mind themselves. 
The world of disciplinary specialization we have inherited from Humboldt's intellectual children 
has lost the openness, fluidity, global range, and appetite for big questions that were all still 
possible for Humboldt himself. Humboldt's project should serve as an inspiration for us to regain 
those qualities. Today, the humanistic disciplines all vie in their own particular ways to unravel the 
mysteries of language, culture, and the mind, but without ever converging on a common 
understanding. This makes them increasingly unable to confront their most urgent present-day 
challenges: the ongoing fragmentation of scholarly inquiry, the disruptive effect of globalization on 
the cultural hegemony of the West, and the threatening moves by some cognitive scientists to 
assume from humanistic scholars the right to explain human nature. Despite all the biases and 
blind spots of Humboldt's age, these challenges offer us good reason to think that we suffer from 
other biases perhaps just as great. Careful attention to his intellectual world can at least help us to 
recognize and correct what is imperfect about our own. 
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